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n behalf of the BMW CCA Foundation,

From the
Editor

I would like to welcome you to the third issue of The Foundation Forum.
The purpose of this publication is to share with Foundation supporters,
donors, sponsors, friends, and volunteers our efforts toward building the
ﬁnest archive of BMW-related reference materials outside of Munich, while
also staging spectacular exhibitions of notable BMW automobiles, and guiding
and supporting our teen driver education program, Tire Rack Street Survival.
Ambitious, yes, but as you will see in this issue and the issues that follow, it’s
a goal we are happily pursuing every day.
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BMW Trivia Test
by Andrew Wilson
Bob Morin remind us why teen driver training remains so critically important.
Foundation staffer Neil Baer gives us a ﬁrst-person account of the ease and
convenience of buying from the Tire Rack, and we are introduced to our exciting
new sponsor, the BMW Performance Center! We welcome the entire team, and,
as we do with all our sponsors and supporters, extend our sincere appreciation for
their invaluable support of the BMW CCA Foundation and its mission.
We look forward to many exciting shared events to come.

First-ever Foundation Fest was a hit

1) What did Franz Joseph
Popp, Karl Rapp, and
Camillo Castiglioni
do together?
(Answer on
page 11)

Upcoming Events
2/19 - Chronicle Events - Automotive Photography

In the wake of the cancellation of The Vintage, an
annual gathering of lovers of older BMWs, the
BMW CCA and the BMW CCA Foundation
decided to continue, and even expand, their original
plans for the weekend. Now titled the “Foundation
Fest”, the event would serve as the formal opening
of GENESIS, the Foundation’s exhibition of early
BMW cars and motorcycles, with the CCA putting
on a Cars & Coffee event and even offering laps in
M cars at the BMW Performance Center! Despite
the short lead time to pull it together, the entire
weekend was a huge success, with nearly 300
visitors touring the GENESIS show!
Here are several “Making of” videos of GENESIS cars:
3200 CS https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1Rkvj2z4H4&t=316s
335 cabrio https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Jw_LnYJSAY&t=2s
327/28 cabrio https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ymarBFxReFk&t=3s
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3/19 - Chronicle Events - Dual Museum Tour
3/27 - Alpina Food Drive
4/10 - MX1 - M and X owners gathering
5/20-21 - GENESIS Closing - The Vintage: Purchase
tickets here: https://bmwccafoundation.org/events/genesis-bmw-from-the-beginning-the-vintage-open-house-friday-may-21-click-for-more-information-or-to-register/
5/21 - The Vintage at Hot Springs, NC: (The Foundation will be a vendor at the show) Event information here:
https://www.motorsportreg.com/events/vintage-2021-hotsprings-resort-spa-another-great-event-119594
7/9-10 - ZFest 2021 Homecoming (25th Anniversary)
ZFest is planning to have a panoramic photo at the
Foundation Museum on Friday, July 10.
Event information here: https://www.zscca.org/zfest/
Guinness World Record attempt at the longest BMW
parade - Saturday, July 10, 2021. Hosted by the ZSCCA
and open to ALL BMWs.
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By
Jackie Jouret

Dr. Leo Newland
Founding Trustee, BMW CCA Foundation

LN: It wasn’t the looks! I wasn’t that big on breadboxes, especially not
JJ: You got your ﬁrst BMW in 1970 by
accident, having gone into the dealership “British” ones.
to look at a Porsche 914/6. What attracted
I had ordered a brand-new Volkswagen Fastback, but it was dragging
you to the 2002 you ended up buying?
on for three or four weeks. After a month, I really needed a car, and I ended up buying the
dealer’s wife’s 2002. I’d have to say I was sold on the acceleration. On my test drive, I
happened to come across a guy in a Triumph in a wooded area of town, and he very quickly was looking at my taillights! I could not get over how quick that little 2002 was, and that
BMW didn’t stand for “British Motor Works”!
JJ: You joined the BMW CCA in 1973, and
by 1977 you were in the ﬁrst group of
CCA members that joined the ACA at the
Nürburgring. That was also your ﬁrst time
on a race track, yes? What was that like?

LN: The day we arrived at the ‘Ring, the Ford Racing team had rented the track, and I went
outside the track hotel to watch. When one of those cars went by, I got weak-kneed just
from the sound and vibration. I thought, holy moly, I think I’m in the wrong place! Fortunately,
the BMW school instruction was lead-follow, and it was very safety-conscious. Over the next
20 years, I ended up taking fourteen trips to the BMW school and earned Ring Routiniert
Klasse. It gave me conﬁdence in my driving, but also let me know that I was not capable of
driving close to the edge for an extended period of time and therefore not cut out to be a
race driver!

JJ: You’ve been on the CCA national
board several times, and you were one of
the founding members of the Foundation
board. What inspired you to serve?

LN: Harmon Fischer. Harmon was the Governor of the South Central Region when I joined
CCA, and with his guidance I formed the Lone Star Chapter in 1977. We had the ﬁrst
meeting at RD Ryno’s dealership. He moved three Ferraris out of the showroom and rented
chairs for us. We had 28 people at the ﬁrst meeting.

JJ: You were also one of the founders of
the BMW CCA Foundation. What do you
ﬁnd most satisfying about your involvement with this organization?

LN: It’s probably the success of Street Survival more than anything else. I’m glad we’re
able to preserve history, but I’m not a collector. I’m probably more an historian of racing
than of BMW, because the ﬁrst time I lived in Europe, in Amsterdam, I went to the Dutch
Grand Prix and that got me into racing. The other thing I like about the Foundation is
the service aspect, and our excellent Archives providing information found in few places
outside of Munich.

JJ: What do you want people to know
about the Foundation, its work and
its purpose?

LN: Though by law we are completely separate, the Foundation is the charitable
organization of the BMW Car Club of America, and we really do complement one another.
Any time someone takes delivery of a new BMW at the BMW Performance Center (our
“next-door” neighbor), they are encouraged to stop by the Foundation and Museum. We
can show them around and encourage them to become a CCA member. That helps them
get information and service they wouldn’t get otherwise.

JJ: The Foundation has grown and evolved
over the last 20 years. What do you think
of its current form and where would you
like to see it go over the next 20?

LN: We’ve got to establish a steady, meaningful way of providing funds to keep the
Foundation going, to build an endowment. We’re doing ﬁne, and we’re going to make it
through COVID, but we have to be careful about sponsorships if we don’t have an activity
that brings people in.

JJ: You’ve had a lot of really interesting
cars in your lifetime, including several
Alpinas, an M5, an M6, several M3s, and
now an M4. Which car has brought you
the most joy?

LN: I’d have to say my very ﬁrst car, which was a ’56 Chevy that I put a ’61 Corvette engine
in and drag raced. I bought it the summer after I graduated from high school in 1960, and
I loved that car. What it represented was freedom: freedom from my parents, and the freedom to go where I wanted, when I wanted. I was 18 at the time, and I went off on my own
for three months, cutting wheat all day long as part of a group that marches from Texas
to Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana. That was me, one hundred percent on my own, and
that’s what that car brought me – freedom and satisfaction that I was my own person.
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oncours
d’
C

t’s been a loooong, anxious, sad 2020. We headed
north after the Amelia Island Concours, in trafﬁc that
looked like a hurricane evacuation. It included
every variety of transportation as the word of
COVID spread, and Concours trafﬁc was joined by
cancelled event trafﬁc from the TPC golf tournament, Sebring 12-hour, Gainesville National drag races, Daytona
Bike week, and vacationers, all “headed for the exits”.
Just the tip of the many, many cancellations to come, as we
put our “normal” lives on hold, left the collection covered in the
garage, and prayed for better days ahead.
As the list of cancelled Concours grew, Tim Suddard had an
idea how to generate some smiles, using the “new” virtual world
to create a bit of car karma for all of us.
You may know Tim as the creator of Grassroots
Motorsports and Classic Motorsports magazines, and a huge
supporter of all things car-related in the US (including the BMW
CCA Foundation and Tire Rack Street Survival).
A respected judge at top level Concours across the country,
Tim also has a fun, mischievous streak, plus a genuine desire to
keep the car spirit alive during this pandemic.
He and lead co-conspirator Alan Galbraith had already
brought their infamous Concours d’Lemons (concoursdlemons.
com) into the social media world as the Virtually Awful Concours
d’Lemons (in which yours truly had a great time as a judge).
So, what to do to support the many Concours that have been
cancelled in 2020, with each having had a signiﬁcant impact
on the event itself, the sponsors and charitable benefactors, the
venue, the locales, and the participants?
Tim’s next creative adventure was the Concours d’Cancelation, held in late October, with awards November 8th. Cancelled
events were invited to enter up to 10 cars of their choice from
prior or cancelled 2020 participants. One event was said to have
entered its last 10 Best of Show winners! Beyond that, Clubs
and individuals were invited to submit entries.
The BMW CCA Foundation reached out to all participants in
our recent exhibits, inviting them to enter. And, to support the
concept, as well as primary sponsors Classic Motorsports and
Hagerty, the Foundation joined as an associate sponsor.
It was quite the success! 208 cars were dusted off,
photographed and entered in 30 classes. The Classic Motorsports
Magazine staff, with special mention to Nicole Suddard, did a
phenomenal job of managing the multiple, time-intensive tasks
involved in pulling it all off! Foundation supporters Rob Mitchell,
John Farrall and I even had the pleasure of judging a BMW class!

CANCELATION
Best of Show 1938 Talbot Lago T150 SS Teardrop Coupe – Oscar Davis
BMW CCA Member
Winners
Classic BMW
1st
1934 BMW 315/1 Sport
Dirk and Alexandra de Groen

Classic BMW
2nd
1973 BMW 2002
Bruce Hazard

Sports Cars (Prewar)
1st
1937 BMW 328
Lothar Schuettler

Karmann
2nd
1973 BMW 3.0 CSL
Fran Hughes

Race Cars
2nd
1972 BMW 3.0 FIA
Grp 2
Scott Hughes

By Scott Hughes
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2) Which BMW had
the ﬁrst 6-cylinder
engine?

AT THE FOUNDATION

(Answer on
page 11)

Our Museum has
a new Name!

The Museum at the Foundation is launching its new name,
“The Ultimate Car Museum,” in 2021! We have ﬁled a trademark
application for the ofﬁcial name with the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Ofﬁce and hope to have our ofﬁcial approval soon.

Join The Ultimate
Car Museum as a
New Member

In addition to our new name, the Museum will now offer Museum
Memberships for our BMW enthusiasts. Our members will enjoy
special beneﬁts such as VIP invitations to special events, opportunities
to meet with BMW celebrities, as well as exclusive online videos and
audio tours about our beloved marque.
We are offering a special introductory rate of $25 for current
BMW CCA members!
Please watch for the Membership online sign-up form on our
web site http://bmwccafoundation.org in the next few weeks. We look
forward to your joining our The Ultimate Car Museum community.

Fundraising
Update

As a charitable non-proﬁt organization, the Foundation relies upon
its generous donors to support its programming. This year we ran an
By
Annual Fund campaign drive at the end of 2020. We are delighted
Neil Baer
to announce that many of our supporters donated to our campaign
in earnest.
Last year, our Annual Fund raised nearly $85,000, including nearly
$30,000 just on Giving Tuesday, December 1st alone! These funds
are critical in supporting our activities, such as our Museum exhibit,
“GENESIS, BMW From the Beginning,” our Tire Rack Street
Survival Program, as well as our Archives and Library collections.
Sadly, the COVID-19 pandemic has strained all of our resources,
and prevented our regular Museum patrons from visiting in person.
We also had to put our Tire Rack Street Survival program on hiatus
for health concerns of our teens and coaches, but your generous donations will help us when we are ready to resume this important program.

By
Jackie Bechek
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Dedication of the new
Founders’ Garden

The Foundation is delighted to announce the grand development of
our Founders’ Garden. This Garden will be located on the grounds of
the Foundation—to the right of the main driveway—and it will honor
in tribute those who have dedicated themselves to their communities,
or honor in loving memory those who are no longer with us.
For example, an individual, or even a chapter, might wish to
honor a living chapter ofﬁcer who is now retiring, or honor a newly
deceased member of their family who cared about his BMW CCA
community. However, you do not need to be afﬁliated with the
BMW CCA Foundation to become a part of this Founders’ Garden.
The Garden will contain scenic walking paths, a car display plaza,
stones etched with BMW history for all to enjoy, as well as trees,
plants, and ﬂowers. We are providing these special naming opportunities to honor or memorialize dear friends, family, or colleagues.
We will be developing this Garden in Phases I, II, and III to
maximize the aesthetics of the Garden and the healthy development
of the plants.
We encourage you to think ahead about whom you might like
to honor—either in life or in death—and pay tribute to them in our
forever Founders’ Garden.
We will have more information shortly, including an order form
for Phase I. We will be hosting our Founders’ Garden Dedication
Ceremony on Friday, May 21st at 1:00PM. which is the Friday before
The Vintage weekend. We hope to see you there!

Donations come in
all shapes and sizes!
The Foundation is very grateful for the many
donors who have supported us over the years.
Your donations allow us to support our very important mission of Saving Lives, Saving History.
Our outstanding Tire Rack Street Survival
program teaches teens to become safer drivers
on our roads taught by dedicated car enthusiasts
like you. The Street Survival registration fee only
covers half (50%) of the cost of the class. The
other half comes from our generous sponsors
and donors.
Donations also directly support the The
Ultimate Car Museum’s exhibits that showcase
BMW’s fascinating history. Your dollars also
help us enlarge and enhance our BMW Archives
of over 80,000 BMW collectibles.

As we are one of only two BMW-only museums
in the United States, we depend upon you—our
BMW enthusiast community-- to help our Foundation grow into a unique and exceptional BMW
Museum and repository of all things BMW.
There are many ways that you can show your
support for the Foundation:
• Cash and stock donations;
• Donate your BMW memorabilia and
collectibles to our Archives;
• Join our Museum as a member;
• Purchase a gift – such as a tree or brick –
for our Garden; or
• Donate an unwanted car for sale or for
the Archives.
To inquire about donating a particular
object or collection, please reach out to Michael
Mitchell, the Curator of the Foundation, at
michael@bmwccafoundation.org.
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The Pepin/Spooner/Izor/Shirk
E9 2800cs comes home!

T

he Foundation Museum
is proud to announce the
latest addition to the
Museum collection. Back in October, we acquired
the Reid Pepin, Parker Spooner, Michael Izor, and
lately Lonny and Lou Ann Shirk, 1970 E9 2800 CS
for our permanent collection. This car has a long
BMW CCA history from the very beginning. Reid
Pepin was the second owner of this beautiful Coupe
(the ﬁrst person only owning it for one year before
trading it in at the dealership). Not only was Reid
a member from the beginning of the CCA, but he
also helped create the E9 Coupe Registry, which
kept track of the E9 Coupes in the country. After a
decade, he sold the car to Parker Spooner, the club
president at the time.
Parker loved this car and it traveled all around
the country to make appearances at Oktoberfest and
other club events. Many times, Joseph Chamberlain
and Diane Slocombe had the privilege to drive the
car to these events when Parker couldn’t take the
time off from work. When Parker became sick from
cancer, he handpicked Michael Izor to buy the car.
Michael adored this car and kept it for about 20
years. During that time, Michael had to have the
car repainted and other work done to it since Parker
left the car outside during 19 Massachusetts winters.
Although it was now Michael’s car, members still
called it the Spooner Coupe.
When it was time for Michael to let the car go
after 20 years, he handpicked the new owner, as
Parker had done with Michael. This time, the car went
to Lonny and Lou Ann Shirk from the Allegheny
Chapter in PA (the ﬁrst time the car wasn’t registered in Massachusetts). Lonny and Lou Ann were
perfect for carrying on the legacy of this car. They

had it restored in 2012.
Once again, the car showed
up at Oktoberfest and many
other BMW CCA events around the country.
In 2019, the Shirks generously loaned this car
for the Foundation Museum’s PASSION 50 Years of
BMW Cars and Community exhibit. This coupe was
part of a 22-car display from various club members
around the country. After the exhibit was over, it
was on display in the CCA National headquarters.
Although the Coupe was supposed to go home
to Pennsylvania, eventually, it was decided this car
needed to stay with the Foundation Museum as part
of our permanent collection.
We are honored to add this beautiful car to our
collection. Now, it will join other cars like the Yale
Rachlin 1974 2002 tii and the Mark Woolley 1990
E30 M3 in the permanent collection.
Lonny and Lou Ann were at the Museum during
the Foundation Fest event where the announcement
and unveiling of this car took place. We thank
Lonny and Lou Ann and all that were involved for
allowing the Museum to have this car. The legacy of
all these owners will live on at the Museum. The car
is on display again at the GENESIS BMW From the
Beginning exhibit.
After the car was added to our collection, I saw
old pictures of this red and white Massachusetts
BMW CCA license plate on the car. I happened to
have a stack of license plates that had been donated
by Mark Francis to Lance White to give to the
Foundation collection. In there was a red and white
Massachusetts BMW CCA license plate. Mark had
bought the plates 10 years or so ago on eBay from
Michael Izor. Now that plate has been reunited with
the Coupe!
– Michael Mitchell
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THE FOUNDATION FERRARI
Earlier this fall, the

Foundation Museum
had a very generous
donation. Dr. Leo
Newland, an original
founding Trustee
of the BMW CCA
Foundation, former Foundation President, and
current Foundation Trustee, donated a car to our
Museum. Before we get into the donation, let us go
back in time.
Leo was on the National BMW CCA Board
along with Tammi Hull in the mid to late 1990s.
Tammi proposed the club create a nonproﬁt
501(c)(3) organization to have a teen defensive
driving program as well as a Library
and Archives. At the time, a Museum
wasn’t really on the agenda for the
Foundation. In 2002, the BMW CCA
Foundation was created. Leo and
Tammi served together on the original Board of Trustees for the Foundation.
After a year or two, Leo stepped
up to be the Foundation President. He served in
this role for many years before turning it over to
Lance White in 2015. Since then, Leo has remained
on the Board of Trustees. Leo has seen our organization grow from nothing to Street Survival hosting over 100 schools per year, and the Library and
Archives grow into a Museum that has now hosted
four extraordinary BMW exhibits.
Leo decided to donate his daily driver 2016 Ferrari California T to the Foundation Museum. Wait,
what? He donated a Ferrari
to the BMW CCA Foundation… why? Well, there is
a good reason for this, and
we will explain. Yes, we

are the BMW CCA
Foundation Museum.
Yes, in general, we
are only collecting
BMWs (cars and
motorcycles, or
BMW-related
companies) as well as BMW memorabilia and
literature for the Museum.
Over the last 18 years, we have had 15 cars
(one being a 2002 trailer) in our collection. Some
of these cars were donated to us to keep in the permanent collection, some acquired for the collection,
and some donated for use as the Foundation saw ﬁt.
Two early examples that were used as fundraisers
were a street/track E36 M3 and
another was an E24 M635CSi. See
page 12 in this issue about an E34 M5
recently donated to the Foundation.
So why a Ferrari? Well, for a
couple of reasons. First, Leo wanted
to support the Foundation as much
as he could, and it was time for a
new daily driver. Second, Leo wanted
to encourage others to ‘think outside the box’ with
regard to their support of the Foundation. Cars
other than BMWs can be donated for use by the
Foundation, or they can be sold for ﬁnancial purposes.
The Foundation is grateful for the support these
donations provide for its programs, and donors
receive a very nice tax deduction! We would like
to thank Leo for the very generous donation of his
Ferrari in 2020.
If you would like to donate a car to the Foundation Museum, for either
the permanent collection
or to raise funds for the
Museum or Street Survival
program, please contact
the Museum staff.

By
Michael Mitchell
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EVERY DAY

IS

Christmas
A
M
T THE

USEUM

A

s of this writing, it is a couple days away
from Christmas 2020. Sometimes, the best
part about receiving a gift is that anticipation of
“I wonder what it could be?” No matter if you
are receiving the gift or giving it, knowing it will
put a smile on your face is always worth it.
For a Museum, receiving donations of
items for the Archives is like Christmas. One of
the greatest things about receiving donations
is we don’t have to wait until December 25.
Donations of goods come in all year long.
Since we last talked in The Foundation Forum
Issue 2 2020 about the building of the
Foundation’s Library, Archives, and Museum
and some of the donations we have received,
here is what happened in the last quarter.

The World of Speed Museum in Oregon
1
shut to the public in March, due to COVID-19
(just as every other Museum had to do).
Unfortunately, a couple months later they
announced they would have to close permanently. Very sad news for the Museum, their
staff, and their supporters. What does that
mean for their Museum collection? Well, they
had to offer it to other Museums and organizations. They sent out a full inventory (not only
stuff from their collection, but ofﬁce furniture,
computers, tools, and everything else} to any
approved recipient. From there, they would
determine who would get the requested items.
This was one opportunity where we
knew in advance what we would receive. Our
Museum was awarded a few items – racing
books, racing programs, signature cards, a
membership card printer, and a dual-monitor
set. We want to thank the World of Speed
Museum for including us with their collection.
We are very sorry to see another Museum
shut their doors permanently.
For most of the following stories, it was

like Christmas morning when we received
the packages.
Long time members Michael and Holly
Lenhardt of Mini Bimmers and from the New
Jersey Chapter are starting another chapter
in their life by moving to Massachusetts. Of
course, when it comes to moving, this is a
great time for people to downsize and clean
out the clutter. Michael donated his entire
personal model collection along with many
other BMW related items. We received over
600 models of all scales. Some of these are
hand-built models Michael put together himself
over the years. Along with the models, he
included books, posters, stickers, postcards,
brochures, newsletters, and so much more.
Michael and Holly spent many months packing
up stuff to ship to us. Since they shipped the
collection over several months, it was exciting
to see what was in the next box.
We also need to give a shout out to Larry
Engel from the New Jersey Chapter. Due to
COVID-19, we were not able to travel to New
Jersey to help Michael pack up the collection.

2

4
1

3
2

3) What was the ﬁrst
BMW to feature
the now iconic
Kidney Grille?
(Answer on
page 11)
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Larry was very generous with his time by
giving up several weekends to go to Michael
and Holly’s to pack boxes and take them to
the Fed Ex store to ship to our Museum.
We received another model collection
from a former employee of BMW Manufacturing. Kevin Brown used to be a chef at
BMW, and collected BMW models while he
worked at the plant. Kevin’s passion is with
Ford Mustangs, and he realized these models
would have a better home in our collection.
Lance White, Foundation President and
Buckeye chapter member, donated several
models, books, and brochures from his
collection. Yes, believe it or not, Lance decided
to get rid of a few things, but only because
they were duplicates in his vast collection.
Gregg Ten Eyck, from the Rocky
Mountain Chapter, has been donating his
model collection over the years. We received
another box of models from him.
Bob Gilchrest from the Everglades
Chapter donated a pair of BMW factory
repair manuals.

Willy and jerri Wiley (no, this is not a
7
misspelling, jerri likes a small j for her name)

3

4

from Connecticut Valley Chapter donated a
rare Oktoberfest glass boot.
We had posted a request in the BMW
CCA classiﬁed ads that we are looking for
original copies of chapter newsletters from all
over the country. Now that the Chapters have
all gone digital, we are trying to add to our
paper collections before they disappear. Dohn
Roush, The Foundation Forum Editor and
Buckeye Chapter member, Ronald Castell and
Nick Nikas from National Capital, as well as
Rachel and John Oglesby from the Boston
Chapter all donated boxes of past newsletters
from these chapters. They really helped us
ﬁll in large gaps in our collections for these
chapters. If you have any old newsletters in
your collection that you would like to share,
please contact us.
Finally, long time members Bob & Sheila
Morin, Foundation Ambassadors and Connecticut
Valley and Everglades Chapter members, used
a lot of their “quarantine time” to clean out

8
9
10

5
6

11

and organize their basement. Lucky for us as
it meant a large donation for our Museum. As
Bob and Sheila had to drive from Connecticut
to Florida in December, this allowed them the
opportunity to ﬁll up the extra space they had
in their new X1 with several plastic bins full
of stuff.
There were over 500 BMW brochures
alone, press kits/photos, DVDs, repair
manuals, books, and so much more. This
is another situation where it really was like
Christmas going through the boxes. Bob and
Sheila traveled to Germany many years to pick
up cars on European Delivery, or to go to the
large European auto shows. Therefore, they
had a lot of European materials mixed in
this donation.
As always, we would like to thank everyone for their generosity in donating materials
to the Foundation Museum. No matter if it
was a large or small collection, it is always
like Christmas morning to see what we are
receiving. Please contact us if you would like
to donate anything to the Archives.
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6
Trivia Test answers: 1) Formed BMW in 1916; 2) The 1933 BMW 303;
3) The 1933 BMW 303; 4) 1972, in time for the Olympics; 5) 252
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M

POWERED TO GIVE

M5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=XTwdqUVhBn8&t=5s

By
Michael
Mitchell

Earlier this fall, the Foundation Museum had a visitor from our local Sandlapper

Chapter. We didn’t know Byron Angel, and he didn’t really know about the
Foundation Museum. However, Byron has been a club member for many years,
and a BMW enthusiast (especially M5s). Like many of us, Byron had too many cars
and not enough garage space. Byron lived in the Boston area with the E34 M5 for
most of the time, but had moved to South Carolina a few years ago.
When Bryon visited the Museum, he told us he had a 1992 E34 M5 sedan
that was taking up space in his garage, and his new daily driver, an E39 M5, had
to sit outside. He really wanted to put his E39 in the garage. He offered to donate
the E34 to the Foundation, with the intention of us selling it to raise money for the
Foundation Museum and Street Survival programs.
After we visited the car to see it in person, we decided we would accept his offer
to donate the car to the Museum. We had the car picked up and transported to a local
BMW independent mechanic, Marcus Schall, who looked over the car and performed
some maintenance. Then, Ian Branston, Foundation Ambassador, offered to detail the
car inside and out to get it ready to sell. Once again, it took over a garage space and
forced another vehicle, Lindsey’s X5, to move outside.
We invited John Farrall, a local car appraiser, to appraise the M5 for us. Regardless
whether we are keeping the car or selling it, we have to get an appraisal on any vehicle
donated to the Museum.
In the meantime we began promoting this M5 on social media and other outlets. Our
plan was to sell it in person at the upcoming Foundation Fest event we held here at the
Museum in October. This was our ﬁrst real, large event the Museum had held since the
country shut down for COVID-19. At the Thursday night private reception, Byron was
on hand for the ofﬁcial donation ceremony of the car. Then the car went outside Friday and
Saturday for our Foundation Fest visitors to view, ask questions, and test drive. Ultimately, a
member from Chicago who had seen the car online offered to buy it. Within a week, it was
picked up and shipped to the new owner, also an M5 enthusiast.
We would like to thank Byron for this generous gift, and we appreciate him thinking of
the Foundation. If you have a car or motorcycle you would like to donate, please contact us;
we would be happy to speak with you.
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M

y ﬁrst introduction to the BMW CCA Foundation came during Z-Fest 2011. A visit to the
Foundation was one of the side tours, and not knowing much about the Foundation before
that time I decided to tag along. It was educational, but I don’t think at the time I came away
with a complete understanding of the Foundation’s mission.
Fast forward a bit, I found myself volunteering at a Blue Ridge Chapter Street Survival event. I
didn’t know what to expect, but I thought the idea of teaching teenagers a bit more about how their
cars operate and handle could be a good thing, considering how woefully inadequate high school
driver’s ed classes are.
It was an eye-opening experience. Watching Rafael Garces’ mesmerizing presentation and chants
of “Look where you want to go!” was quite captivating, not just to me, but as I looked around the
classroom, I could see the teenagers were actually paying attention as well.
Now, I’m not the most gregarious of guys, at least not until I’ve had an adult beverage or two,
and rapport with teenagers is not one of my strong suits, so I conﬁned my duties to setting up courses,
performing tech inspections, watering down the skid-pad, and shagging cones. I enjoyed every
minute of it. I don’t think it was until later when I was writing up a short article for the Blue Ridge
Chapter’s now-defunct newsletter Auf Bergstrassen that I made the connection between Street
Survival and the BMW CCA Foundation. It quickly became my new gemütlichkeit.
When our Tidewater Chapter began hosting Street Survival several years ago, I
immediately became an active participant. I kept to the same duties as before, but found
I was becoming more interested in the Foundation, and thus volunteered to become an
Ambassador. I attended the Foundation’s ﬁrst major event, Heroes of Bavaria, and found
I was interested in a lot more than shagging cones during Street Survival. I was all-in,
or at least as much as my real life as an airline pilot would allow. I made it a priority to
try and be there for the major events, such as our exhibit openings and closings, or in
conjunction with other BMW CCA events.
One of my fondest memories is the opening of ICON. I volunteered to check
people in and spent the entire day outside in the blazing heat meeting and greeting
Brad (on right)
the “Faithful”. Even though I missed the indoor activities and air-conditioning, it was a wonderful
with BMW CCA
affair, and I met many Bimmerheads that heretofore I only read about in Roundel or “friended” on
Foundation advisor
Facebook, including, to my delight, the Hack Mechanic. I also learned, much to my chagrin and
Erik Wensberg
embarrassment, that it is always “Michael” and never just “Mike”. In addition, I had a heck of a
time mixing up Scott Hughes with Lance White. I am not good with names; thus, I will never be a
politician, thank goodness. A special treat was meeting Foundation board member Peter Gleeson, a
proper English gentleman from London, although I suspect he supports Arsenal By
or Chelsea, or like many South Londoners one of those “northern” Manchester Brad Purvis
teams, instead of West Ham United. Well, nobody is perfect. Then,
of course, there is our own Jackie Jouret, much-revered story-teller,
author and editor, with whom I also talked, albeit brieﬂy. The list of others is long
and distinguished, and it was nice to be able to put names to faces, even if I needed a
program at times to keep them all straight.
Although fundraising is one of our tasks as Ambassadors, I ﬁnd I am not adept at
going around and asking people or dealers for money; however, I hope to improve upon
those skills in the future. Until then, I’ll do what I can with what modest talents I have.
Ambassador Lou Ann Shirk
was recently featured on the popular I did recently volunteer to pilot the Foundation’s private jet, just as soon as we get one.
Unfortunately, life tends to get in the way of good intentions, and recent family
podcast “CarsYeah”. Click below
health issues, and now the pandemic, has put the kibosh on many of my best laid postto hear her discuss the BMW CCA
Foundation, Tire Rack Street Survival, retirement plans. As with all reversals of fortune, this too will end, and I hope to once
again be able to contribute more physical time to support the Foundation, its mission
and being a Driving Diva.
and goals. In the meantime, I’ll work behind the scenes remotely to move our operation
1727: Lou Ann Shirk | CARS YEAH forward. Being an Ambassador is just one of the ways I hope to contribute to our success.

My
Road
to
Becoming
an

Ambassador
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–– TIRE RACK STREET SURVIVAL ––

As with many worthwhile activities, COVID-19 has
brought the Tire Rack Street Survival program to
a standstill. This is the end-of-year update that
was sent out to all stakeholders, supporters and
volunteers of the program:
Greetings Heroes,
The last twelve months have been a terriﬁc challenge for our Tire Rack Street
Survival program, in many ways. We completed a record-breaking 108 schools in
2019, and our goal was to do even more in 2020.
Then the Corona virus hit. We stopped and started and then stopped again.
We ended the 2020 year in October, having done just 12 schools. Seven of those
were completed before March 15th.
We now want to give you all an update on our current thinking regarding when
we can re-start the program.
With the safety of our volunteers, parents & students in mind, we are looking for
a time period when the vaccine will have been widely distributed before beginning
anew. It appears like it might be the end of the 2nd Quarter, or the beginning
of the 3rd Quarter, before this can happen, so at the moment it is looking like a
June / July time frame at the earliest.
If given the opportunity that this can be safely accomplished earlier, then we will
be all for it, but it is hard to predict with any certainty right now.
Your support means a great deal to us, and we will work hard to live up to your
faith in our efforts.We are simply asking for your understanding and patience, as
we feel that common sense must prevail here while we all deal with this unusual
and ﬂuid situation.
We are saying the very same thing to our sponsors, who have all been
incredibly supportive.
So to our stakeholders, supporters, and volunteers, from the entire Board of the
BMW CCA Foundation, the SCCA Foundation and the Tire Rack Street Survival
program, our sincerest holiday wishes to you and yours during this trying time.
Rest assured we will be back to you with another update early in the new year.

Bill Wade is on the Air! Bill was featured on the Cars of Carlisle
podcast outlining the beneﬁts of the Tire Rack Street Survival program

4) What year was
the landmark BMW
4-cylinder Headquarters
completed?
(Answer on
page 11)

A Street Survival story
from TRSS instructor
Nicky Schardt
I wanted to share a great
message that I received today:
“I have a little story I want
to tell you. Stephanie was here
with the kids on Christmas Eve
and drove back to Lexington so
they could open gifts there on
Christmas morning. We checked
the weather and it was snowing
a bit, but she said she didn’t
have any trouble until she
turned onto her street in her
subdivision and started sliding.
She remembered her training
from the course you taught her
(Street Survival) and avoided
hitting a parked car in her
brand new Prius with her two
small kids in the car. She told
me that course was the best
thing we ever gave her. I just
thought you’d like to know that.
Merry Christmas!”
These are the lives we
save every year, and for
years to come!

Today, we are proud to introduce you to Bill Wade, the National Program Director for Tire
Rack.com Street Survival. Originally formed in April 2002 by the BMW Car Club of America
Foundation, the program is more than coaching young, less-experienced drivers on how to
handle their vehicles in emergency situations; it’s about staying safe – and alive.
It’s time to head to the Bluegrass State where we’ll meet Bill and learn how he and
his crew of volunteers are making a real difference.
• Listen on iTunes (Apple):
Episode 141 – Bill Wade__TireRack.com Street Survival
• Listen on Podbean (Android):
Episode 141 – Bill Wade__TireRack.com Street Survival
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–– TIRE RACK STREET SURVIVAL ––

Our First
Tire Rack
Street
Survival

 Long before our involvement as BMW CCA

Foundation Ambassador coordinators, and even long
before we ever suggested the Ambassador Program
to the Foundation Trustees, Sheila and I ﬁrst became involved with the Foundation though the Tire
Rack Street Survival. TRSS was in its infancy; the
Everglades Chapter having run the ﬁrst ever event in
May of 2003. I was the Connecticut Valley Chapter
By Bob Morin
President and Sheila was also on the Board and we
were looking for a speaker for our Annual Dinner Meeting. We were friends with Michael
Mitchell, and suggested that perhaps he would be our speaker and talk a bit about the Foundation, and more specifically Street Survival. Michael agreed, and he stayed at our home that weekend and spoke at our dinner. By the end
of the dinner, people we coming up to me asking when we could hold our ﬁrst TRSS, and asking how they could
help. One member worked for a supermarket chain in the New England area, and even assured us that he’d line up
the tractor trailer for that part of the demo.
So now, we needed a suitable location in order to proceed. Sheila used her work connections, and was able
to secure several parking lots at one of The Hartford Insurance facilities in Simsbury,
Connecticut, and we were off and running.
I was already an HPDE in-car Instructor for the Chapter, so I volunteered as a
TRSS Coach, and Sheila coordinated with the facility and helped assign all the volunteers,
and lined up the breakfast and lunch for Students and Parents. It was a learning curve
for all of us, as it was our ﬁrst time trying to ﬁgure out how to best lay out the various
exercises to make the most efﬁcient use of the property. When the big day arrived, all the
Students came in with what many of you will know as the “I really don’t want to be here”
looks on their faces.
As the Students began to run through the various exercises, we could see those looks beginning to change.
They were gaining conﬁdence, learning better car control, and having fun, too. All the volunteers were cheering
them on, and the Coaches were feeling a sense of accomplishment.
By the end of the day, all the kids were happy that they had come, and left with new-found skills behind the
wheel, giving them greater conﬁdence in their abilities to control their car. The Coaches were all talking about how
gratifying it was to see the change in their Students from that ﬁrst run in the ﬁrst
exercise of the day to the last run in the ﬁnal exercise.
Our Chapter program has matured a lot since that day, working through
a few other facilities until ﬁnally landing at our phenomenal current location,
the Consumer Reports Automotive Testing Facility in Colchester, Connecticut.
The Consumer Reports folks believe in the program and a large number of their
employees actually now volunteer at each school that we hold there. We couldn’t
be more appreciative of our relationship with them and all that they have done for
our Chapter’s TRSS program.
I’ve completely lost count as to how many TRSS events that
Sheila and I have now attended, including some with other Chapters. I know that there are many reading this that have volunteered
at many more than we have, but I never get tired of the good feeling
we have when we close up at the end of the day, after seeing those
Students become better, safer drivers as the result of our program.
I guess I’d trace our passion for the Foundation back to that
ﬁrst dinner and Michael Mitchell’s speech at our Annual Meeting,
and it certainly hasn’t waned since.
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–– TIRE RACK ––

Buying
off
the

RACK

If you drive, it’s only a matter of time before you will need tires. So what to do

when that time comes? You can go to the dealer. They can be expensive, but you
will get the right product that is highly likely to be installed correctly. Or you can visit
a national tire company or big box store, which will have a wider variety of tires and
fast service. Maybe a local shop with a more limited supply, but an excellent job
with the tire installation. Or you can take a different path, like TireRack.com
Tire Rack has the most extensive variety of tires you are likely to ﬁnd. They
carry twenty-six brands, and normally several types of tires for each brand. Tires for
summer or winter driving. Tires that last longer, or are more performance-oriented.
Pretty much something for everyone. It is good to have choices.
But how to choose? When I go to a local tire dealer, they will frequently
recommend one of two things:
• What they have in stock
• What the person behind the counter personally knows,
which is limited to the brands they carry.
Fair enough – but what if there is a better choice than that?
Tire Rack has information on virtually everything about tires. First, they perform their
own tire tests, frequently comparing a few different brands on the same cars. They
rate by the noise level, wet performance, dry performance, tire wear, etc. They also
have the same type of information reported by owners of those speciﬁc tires. So,
between the tests and owner experience, it’s a level of comprehensive information
you won’t typically get from a local tire shop. Then they present that information
with ﬁlters allowing you to easily focus on the information most important to you.
This is appealing to many BMW Club owners, as we usually know our vehicles down
to the paint colors’ names, and tend to be more detail-oriented than a typical owner.
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But if you don’t have the time or interest in taking that path, they
make it easy by providing people you can call, or online “chat”,
for a recommendation.
Yes, unlike calling your cable company, the TireRack.com call
center features people you can easily talk with, and who know
what they’re talking about! What a concept! They ask you for
your car information, such as year, make, and model, and then
ask what is of interest to you. From there come speciﬁc tire recommendations. Since they have the data to ﬁnd what best matches
your desires, and a variety of different tires, they can provide unbiased guidance to meet your needs. And did I mention the cost of
tires and installation is almost always less money than going to a
local shop? Why? Because of volume and organization. They are
buying hundreds of thousands of tires a year, and have developed
very efﬁcient systems to manage their business. Shipping costs are
included in their price, along with a tire hazard warranty.
For example, I needed two rear tires for our BMW 535i.
Priced at a local shop (not the dealer), they were $630. Tire Rack
was $431 with an $80 installation at my local BMW dealer. I
saved $119. And the tires at the local shop had been in stock for
ﬁve years! Save money, fresher product. Done.
After you’ve chosen, what happens next? They ship them to
the place you’d like them installed. But how do you know where?
They have a list of over 9,000 installers that have agreed to work
with Tire Rack. Personally, I use my local BMW dealer. That way
I know they’ll be done right, and it gives me an excuse to visit
the dealer and look at new cars. But if you have a closer location,
or a favorite repair shop, they may also be on the list. You can
check the list near your zip code on their By
webpage, or ask the person on their 800 Neil Baer
number. They even have ratings for some
of the installers. They will also ship them
to your house, and you can take them wherever you’d like, if they
are not on their installer network.
Tire Rack also carries a large variety of wheels for your car,
truck or SUV. It has a cool feature that you can see what the
wheels would look like on your vehicle, in your factory color, and
also lets you to make changes to the diameter size of wheel.
If you work on your vehicle and need shocks, brake pads,
springs, or even windshield wipers, check them out.
Tire Rack is the title sponsor of our Street Survival, and has
been since 2006. But even if they weren’t, they are a familyowned business of 40 years, and a great organization with great
products you should check out the
next time tires or other products
5) How many 507s
are on your to-do list.
were produced?
Contact them at 888.541.1777
or at TireRack.com.
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–– BMW PERFORMANCE CENTER ––

Immerse yourself
in the World
of BMW

The BMW Performance Center is nirvana for both driving enthusiast and BMW lover
alike. With several class options, a staff of pro driving instructors and an entire ﬂeet of
brand-new BMWs, we’ve got everything you need for a day of speed.
Located in picturesque Spartanburg-Greenville, South Carolina, just across the street from
our BMW X factory, the BMW Performance Center features a closed track for you to
explore the limits of adhesion on. From the basics of Teen School, to the exhilaration of
Driver’s School and the high-octane rush of M School, we feature something for every
level of driver to experience.
Our paddock is always fully stocked with the latest in high-performance Bavarian
metal, and our pro instructors are there every step of the way as they guide you via
walkie-talkie through various exercises designed to push your limits. Slalom courses, rat
races, timed laps and the wet skid pad are here to let you feel what a 617 hp M TwinPower Turbo V-8–powered BMW M5 can do on the edge. If you’ve ever wanted to drift
or take on your friends to see who can do timed laps the fastest, now is your chance.
The Center also features a gourmet café that offers lunch and special dinners, conference
rooms with WiFi and projectors, plus a gift shop ﬁlled with exclusive BMW gear that you
can’t get anywhere else.
If you’re thinking of purchasing a new BMW, we’ve got an event just for you Performance Center Delivery. Order any new BMW and choose to take delivery of it
right here. You’ll receive a complimentary stay and dinner at one of the area’s
luxurious hotels. The next day, you’ll be picked up and brought here for some
track time behind the wheel of a BMW just like the one you’ve purchased.
Finally, you’ll be introduced to your new baby with a one-on-one session, where
you and a BMW specialist will go over every feature of your BMW together.
It’s a special experience reserved for the most discerning BMW driver.
Whether you choose to take delivery with us or experience
one of our heart-pounding classes, we’re sure you’ll emerge as
a better driver and one better able to appreciate the amazing
engineering that goes into each Ultimate Driving Machine®.
As a way of saying thank you for all the support,
BMW CCA members can enjoy 15% off all driving schools
and gift shop items.
For more information, visit bmwperformancecenter.com.
To book your own event, please call 888-345-4269.
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With Sincere Thanks to our

Sponsors:
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With Sincere Thanks to our

Sponsors:
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Introducing....
A New Name with
the Same Values
The BMW CCA Foundation Museum is now
named, “The Ultimate Car Museum.”
We all know about the ultimate car; it’s
part of the brand we covet and enjoy. Our
mission continues to celebrate that brand
in as many ways as possible, with a name
that’s shorter and easier to remember.
Our current exhibit, GENESIS: BMW from the
Beginning presented by the Werk Shop is a
perfect example. Rich history, stories about
the vehicles, the people behind them, and
the world at the time of their existence. It’s
a great exhibition, but it can’t go on forever.
On May 21, 2021, the exhibition comes
to a close. Don’t miss this fantastic show.
BMWCCAFoundation.org

EXPERIENCE A BMW
LIKE NEVER BEFORE.
You’ve always been a fan, now take it to the next level.
Head to the BMW Performance Driving School in South Carolina,
and get behind the wheel for some pulse-pounding action.
You can even take delivery of your next BMW right here,
for the ultimate BMW special event.
As a thank you for continued loyalty, BMW CCA members receive
a 15% discount on all classes and gift shop merchandise.
To learn more, visit BMWPerformanceDrivingSchool.com
or call 888-345-4269.
©2021 BMW of North America, LLC. The BMW name, model names and logo are registered trademarks.

